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Introduction:

The incorporation of GENIE as neutrino event generator for INO ICAL code has become
a necessary task, owing to the absence of further updates in Nuance. Hence the change is
required to ensure better simulation/phenomenological studies of INO.

GENIE as known, is itself a ready-to-go neutrino generator software and one can use it
independently. However, with the need arising to use GENIE instead of Nuance in the INO
simulation algorithm, it requires to make certain modifications in the source code, preferably
to make a GENIE-INO user-friendly package, which can be used at ease, to generate neutrino
events. These events can then be directly used for simulations by using the already existing
ICAL code, or one may also use for INO physics study purposes, without simulations, if one
wishes to.

Quick access to the code:

The modified version of the GENIE is uploaded. One might install it the same way the
standard version is done, from the www.genie-mc.org. To have a shortcut for those who have
already installed the standard version of GENIE, one might just replace the src folder from
this new GENIE folder and then clean and build the executable again.

The main modifications made to the source code of GENIE are hereby listed as following
titles:

• Using HONDA flux is mandatory: Accepting 3D-flux information of INO site. NEW

• Added option of weighted atmospheric neutrino generation. NEW

• GENIE output in exclusive root format for INO. NEW

Accept the azimuthal angle information in flux tables:

The Nuance@INO has so long been using the SK flux, which has energy (Eν) and cos θν
dependence only, i.e. the flux is averaged over the azimuthal angle. However, the Honda flux
at INO site contains the dependency of the flux on the azimuthal angles too, divided into
bins of 30◦. GENIE had the provision to use the former type of flux files, be it the FLUKA
format or the BARTOL format. So, in order to include all the available informations into
ICAL studies, the source code of GENIE has been modified to read such flux files which
contain azimuthal angle dependencies too. It has also been checked that there is observable
variation of neutrino flux along the phi direction, which is shown in the fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Phi-distribution of incident neutrinos at ICAL@INO with the 3D flux at INO site.

The phi dependence of the flux gives a non-uniform phi-distribution at the ICAL detector,
as in fig. 2. (Please note the inversion of φ distribution, which is due to the convention of
inverse coordinate system in ICAL with respect to HONDA coordinate system.)

Figure 2: Phi-distribution at ICAL@INO with averaged over phi flux vs. the 3D flux, both
by HONDA at INO site.

Significant difference can be noted if the 3D enhanced information is used, instead of the
flux averaged over phi. The former(2D) distribution is comaparable to that of the neutrinos
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around or above 10 GeV, as shown in fig. 3. The ICAL detector is sensitive to neutrinos
above 1 GeV, where the signature of the phi is well-realisable.

Figure 3: Phi-distribution at ICAL@INO with the 3D flux: Comparison of the phi-
distributions for relevant energy ranges.

So, inclusion of the phi dependent flux information is absolutely necessary for the study
of atmospheric neutrinos at INO.

Besides the already available flux-file options, FLUKA and BARTOL, a third option
called FLUKA3D has been introduced. This new option enables the code to read the flux
file in the following format:
<Energy> “&” <mean cos θ > “&” <mean φ > “&” <Flux>
(without quotes and braces)
with the energy binning strictly followed from that in HONDA tables. 1

Weighted Event Generation of atmospheric neutrinos:

The neutrino flux being very high at low energies, the fraction of the total number of
events in the high energy range is less. If one is interested in studying the effect of these high
energy events, along with the lower energy ones, one faces the problem of low statistics in the
higher energy region. So the option of weighted atmospheric event generation is introduced.
The optional tag “-w < ## >”(without quotes and braces) in the gevgen atmo command
generates the events with the flux multiplied by the energy raised to a power “##” instead
of zero. The minimum and maximum limit of the weight values have been set to be {-1.,5.}.
The default is undoubtedly 0. However, it is suggested to keep the weight values limited
between 0. and 2.2. If weight values above this range are considered, the number of events
in the lower energy range reduces tremendously. This effect is not wanted for studying
the events at the INO detector. A comparison of generated neutrino spectra with different
weights is shown in fig. 4.

1[P.S.: For any different binning type, modifications are required in the source code.]
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Figure 4: Comparing the energy distributions of the generated neutrino events using different
weight values.

The individual event weights, i.e the energy raised to the power of the weight value, as
well as the energy-weight histogram(in case one would want to calculate weight values for
an energy independently) is made available in the modified GENIE output file.

Compatibility with the INO ICAL Code:

The GENIE output is first written in a not-so-easily-readable root file in the “ghep” format,
which then contains the option of converting into various generic formats like “t2k-root/txt
format”, “numi-format”, “nuance-tracker” format etc. A new option “nu INOGEN rootracker”
has been introduced to obtain the output in a root format and customized for INO-ICAL
code. Unlike the standard GENIE output in SI units, the modified output has the lengths in
mm, time in ns and momenta or energy in MeV, which is the default unit of the GEANT4.
A screenshot of the root file is shown in fig. 5.
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Figure 5: The INO compatible GENIE output root file “iGE op.root”.

This output file can be directly fed to the ICAL code. Hence, necessary changes are
also made in the ICAL code. The INO-ICAL output format is also improved alongwith,
as depicted in fig. 6. As some added advantage, the interaction identification (id) codes
have been made directly available as another parameter against every event. The target
nuclei pids and the the kinematics of the unstable particles have been enlisted too, in case
one might be interested to look into them. (For easy identification, the unstable particle
identification (pid) have been set to zero in the ICAL output, but the pid is available in the
GENIE output)

Figure 6: The INO ICAL output root file after the required modifications.
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Additional necessary aspects while event generation to remember:

The GENIE by default reads the geometry information as lengths in mm and density in
gm/cc. Anything otherwise, the length and density units must be redefined at the event
generation command line. This is due to the fact, that the length parameters in the INO
geometry is generally stated in cm in the input file.

Remembering the fact of geographical orientation of the ICAL detector at the INO site
and that the effect of phi is significant on the events detected, it is required to include a
rotation of the detector geometry while neutrino event generation. This is further supported
by comparing the distributions in fig. 7.

Figure 7: Phi-distribution at ICAL@INO with the 3D flux before and after applying 35◦

rotation of the detector.

Standard Command Lines:

The modified commands to generate neutrino events are as follows:

gevgen atmo -n 100 -g INO GEOM.root [-R X-̂1:0.611,0.,0.] [-L cm] [-D g cm3] -E 0,20
-f FLUKA3D :ino solmin mount numu.dat[14] -o GENIE OP [-w 0 ]

gntpc -i GENIE OP.ghep.root [-n 100] -f nu INOGEN rootracker -o iGE op.root

The new inclusions are in italics. Square brackets are the optional ones.
2

2The geometry file used during all the above exercises, was mostly coded by Anushree Ghosh(INO), and
some absolutely necessary modifications included.
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Literal Documentation of the changes made to the standard GENIE code:

The alterations made in the original source code to arrive at the modified GENIE@INO
version, whose features have been stated above, are explicitly stated below, in details:

To access the 3D flux file of HONDA:

The new option is added to the list of options in the atmo gevgen file, called FLUKA3D. A
true/false boolean flag is kept with FLUKA3D (1) and FLUKA (0) which is 2D format(i.e.
Φ-averaged distribution) for initalizing as well, as follows:

fluka flux->Initialize binsize(1); fluka flux->Set3DFlux(1);
where fluka flux is the pointer of the flux driver, and one must assign
if(i3D==1){ this->Set3DFlux(1); }
else { this->Set3DFlux(0); }
in the GFlukaAtmo3DFlux::Initialize binsize also.

Few new classes introduced like “CreateFluxHisto3D” in the GAtmoFlux.cxx to include
lines such as:

TH3D ∗ h3 = new TH3D( name.c str(), title.c str(), fNumEnergyBins, fEnergyBins, fNum-
CosThetaBins, fCosThetaBins, fNumPhiBins, fPhiBins);
apart from ensuring the calling of the 3D histogram pointer while loading the flux file.

Another new member function to add is “FillFluxHisto3D” in GFlukaAtmo3Dflux.cxx,
to read the Honda flux file with the following lines:

flux stream >> energy >> dummy >> costheta >> dummy >> phi >> dummy >> flux
just for example, in the flux files, all dummy’s are“&”
and then store these informations in a 3D histogram, which is to be used later on for event
generation.
histo-> Fill( (Axis t)energy, (Axis t)costheta, (Axis t)phi, (Stat t)flux ∗ pow (energy, fEn-
ergyWeight))

New member function SelectNeutrino3D in GAtmoFlux.cxx is added, to include lines,
mainly being

int ibin = flux histogram->FindBin(Ev,costheta,phi);
flux[i] = flux histogram->GetBinContent(ibin);
However, before the above selection, one needs to add few lines corresponding to 3D, in the
GAtmoFlux::GenerateNext 1try, like as follows:
fFluxSum3D->GetRandom3(ax, ay, az);
Ev = (double)ax; costheta = (double)ay; phi = (double)az;
nu pdg = this->SelectNeutrino3D(Ev, costheta, phi);
phi=phi∗ π/180;
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Corresponding necessary classes like ZeroFluxHisto3D and the respective 3D histogram
calling lines in the LoadFluxData need also to be added in the GAtmoFlux.cxx, for cleaning
up pointers after use, and for initializing with zero values before use.

In the SetBinSizes class in GFlukaAtmo3Dflux.cxx, it is a must to add/alter logEmax =
TMath::Log10(.94997812) and the phibin size in the GFlukaAtmo3Dflux.cxx, and also set
the new bin numbers 101, 40, 12 for the energy, cosθ and φ in its header file.

So far, the momentum in x or y direction was irrelevant, owing to the no φ dependence.
But on activating the φ information, it is necessary to correctly/carefully assign
py = E sin θ sin φ and px = E sin θ cos φ, 3 in the GenerateNext 1try of GAtmoFlux.cxx.

The option of weighted atmospheric event generation:

A new double variable gOptWeight is added, in the main atmogevgen file. The value is
accepted from the command line using,
gOptWeight= parser.ArgAsDouble(’w’)
and is then given to the fluxdriver using
atmo flux driver->ForceEnergyWeight(gOptWeight)
where ForceEnergyWeight is a class introduced in the Gatmoflux.cxx, mostly comprising:

wt = TMath::Max(-1.0, wt);
wt = TMath::Min(5.0, wt);
fEnergyWeight = wt;
i.e., to read/accept the weight value as fEnergyWeight, which is then used as in the above
section.

To create INO-exclusive GENIE output file:

An entire new class is added to the gNtpConv.cxx, which is ConvertToGTracker INO.
case (kConvFmt nuino rootracker) :
ConvertToGTracker INO(); break;
where kConvFmt nuino rootracker accepts the format from the command line by:
if (fmt == “nu INOGEN rootracker” ) gOptOutFileFormat = kConvFmt nuino rootracker;

This new class has all the iGE ∗ ∗ ∗ branches defined for the output tree. The original
ghep tree is accessed by
tree = dynamic cast <TTree ∗ > ( fin.Get(“gtree”) );
which contains all the informations about every event recorded against a single pointer, and
is read as follows:
NtpMCEventRecord ∗ mcrec = 0;
tree->SetBranchAddress(”gmcrec”, &mcrec);
so that one can easily then read as: EventRecord & event = ∗(mcrec->event);
Interaction ∗ interaction = event.Summary();

Now, one has to just assign these obtained informations from the above pointers to the
required INO variables/branches defined earlier. While doing so, care is to be taken to store
only INO simulation related informations from a large collection of data.

Some necessary modifications for the INO geometry acceptance:

3This is oppositely defined in the official GENIE code.
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The neutrino generator generates the neutrino event vertices and then smears over a
circular surface tangential at a point on a virtual sphere, whose dimensions must be large
enough to cover our entire detector volume. With the considered detector dimension of
approximately {(-24.,24.),(-8.,8.),(-7.5,7.5)} m, and assuming its centre at the origin, the
radius of this sphere must be assigned as follows to the flux driver:
atmo flux driver->SetRadii(27, 27); in the gAtmoEvGen.cxx file.

Required read/write changes in the INO-ICAL code:

Though, this is quite common to all INO-ICAL code users, but still just mentioning, one
just needs to replace the existing textfile reading format to the rootfile reading format, in
addition to including some of the extra branches, as stated in one of the earlier sections, i.e.
interaction id, target nuclei pid etc.

However, it must be noted that GENIE output has been given all in SI units, except the
energies in MeV, but length and time units are already converted to mm and ns, as stated
earlier. Hence no alteration on this regard is required at the ICAL code.
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